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Value Increasing Documentation
Excellence in Process 

& Application Documentation
A step-by-step approach to restructure your process and application 

documentation and 
establish an integrated testing, training and documentation repository 
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Discovered pain points 
Why a solution on an integrated approach is urgently required?

Pain points – preventing from having the lowest T(otal)C(ost) of O(wnership):

• Companies and organizations are struggling in setting-up a clear and redundancy-free maintainable and always latest digital process 
and application documentation due to a missing approach and method

• This is causing the consequence that the more user generations are running an ERP-system the more the knowledge moves to the 
surface (fast handover instead of repeatable sustainable trainings) 

How could this happen?

• Today the companies BPM usually is 
documented within a tool or Suite (MS-
VISIO or any BPM-Suite)

• Created application documentation is not 
properly integrated into the BPM 
documentation and for this reason do exist 
redundant is both systems → Significant 
increase in workload and complexity in case 
of required updates 

• This results in inconsistent, outdated 
documentation that is no longer accepted 
as a reliable source by the users. → Those 
may start to create their own 
documentation separately

Why is this?

• Identical business processes/ functions are 
documented several times for different 
purposes

• Application documentation is up-to-date 
after the initial implementation project and 
usually become outdated after the first 
changes have been applied to the system. 

• Thus there is no reliable basic training for 
new employees (or a possibility for self-
studying) in the proper business processes 
and application handling and errors/ 
problems of understanding are multiplied 
one-to-one in handover sessions
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What does it need to get started to eliminate 
those pain points? → Not that much!

• A tool for the Business Process Management documentation 

(most probably this does exist already in your company (VISIO or 

any BPM-Suite like i.e. ARIS, ViFlow or the Symbio Suite) 

• A state-of-the-art C(omputer)B(ased)T(raining) authoring software like 

Datango or SAP’s “Enable now”

• The approach and required facilitating tools to build a consistent 

and efficient combination of those two basic elements
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How the future could look like
Achievements and Benefits
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Achievements – Deliverables related

• A completely developed Business Process Master List (BPML) 
showing the dependencies between external (market or 
customer driven) influences/events on your e2e processes

• The Business Process Management (BPM) documentation giving 
a complete overview on all tasks/ responsibilities to be 
performed to run your business (i.e. for certification purposes) 
independent from the application you are using to run those

• A set of computer based trainings (CBTs), which can be run in 
demo, train, test and navigation mode describing the application 
specific execution of the tasks within your BPM within the 
(different?) applications you are using to run those – the digital 
end-user-documentation (EUD)

• A complete set of evolutionary growing test scripts to run and
manage efficient e2e oriented testing of all e2e process variants 
relevant to your business 1/2

• A consistent set of integrated, aligned and redundance-free documentation 
deliverables:
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Achievements – Maintenance related

• A completely developed view on your company from an end-to end process perspective  or 
selected part of it on the basis of your choice

• A transparent and consistent Change-Management Process for your documentation that allows 

for actual and consistent updates in line with the changes in your processes or applications 

facilitated by the fact, that redundancy is absent, responsibilities are clearly defined and 

documentation updates are integrated part of the changes testing and release process 

2/2

• And last but not least a recommendation and 

defined approach on how to create and manage the 

interrelations and  link them together in a manner, 

that allows your editors to create and keep 

everything up-to-data with the lowest effort and 

your users to efficiently navigate through the created 

documentation and self-train themselves in case of 

changes
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Benefits 
for your…

• Your BPM will be broken down to a defined and application independent level only and thus be easily kept 
actually up-to-date as changes in underlying applications will not be reflected in your BPM →The use of 
different applications (i.e. Oracle, Microsoft or SAP R/3 or S/4 HANA) does NOT need to be reflected within 
your BPM

• Your application specific end-user documentation and training material (CBTs) will be generated as a spin-off 
when test-running your end-to-end processes (and their to be tested variants) within the different 
applications and thus will be automatically updated by any integration test for new functions or regression 
testing of existing ones → The End-User-Documentation (EUD) will be kept always on an actual level based 
upon the build-in update and release approach

• This both will also lead to a clearly defined and split responsibility and defined way of collaboration between 
the responsibles for maintaining the BPM (your QM department?) and the EUD (your key-users or 
application experts?) and also lead to

▪ a massive decrease on effort to be spent by your auditors to create and maintain the documentation (up to 80% 
savings) and thus allow them to keep it always on the newest level

▪ a complete elimination of all efforts (and confusion) raised today by the fact, that parts of your process and/or 
application documentation are maintained redundantly

▪ …and you should also consider how the motivation of your auditors will increase facing these facts 

Authors

And imagine, what it will mean to your support organization, if your users 
will be provided with such an self-learning and supportive environment; 

The Key-Users can focus on continuous improvement again
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Users

• Your users will be provided with an environment where they can easily navigate 
though the processes and process parts relevant to them and on task level jump 
into the application specific CBTs relevant to their specific part of the 
organization, which will lead to:
• A massive decrease in training efforts for new users when joining the company or changing 

the job
• A massive decrease in the need for delta-trainings into new applications for your existing user 

community (i.e. when changing from any legacy to SAP or from SAP R/3 to S/4HANA) as they 
are able to review and self-study the task specific before (legacy) / after (new system) 
situation repetitively and always again when required

• There will be no loss of (background) knowledge anymore with each new user 
generation as all (new) end-users are trained and provided with the 
documentation to the same efficient level of depth and (self-) training and 
studying

Benefits 
for your…

And imagine, what it will mean to your users community, if they are realizing, that ALL 
training and documentation for ALL different applications and releases they are using 
in different parts of the organization are following THE SAME SIMILAR approach and 

logic and do have THE SAME look and feel with your Business Process Management as 
the overlaying navigator
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What does is need to 
get it done

Method and recommended tools to create a Value 
Increasing Documentation 
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Why is structured state-of-the-art documentation approach integrating 
Process-, Application and Testing documentation the key?

• It provides a central, standardized knowledge base, that is always up to date. 
Everyone is on the same level due to the lack of redundant documentation.

• A lot of time during the business day is spend with searching (e.g. forms or 
information) that could be used for more important tasks. 

• The knowledge within the company is kept on a constantly increasing level. 
The risk of losing process- or application-knowledge if a trained employee 
leaves the company is minimized and newly joining colleges are trained on a 
similar or higher level like their predecessors.

- Costs

- Time

- Quality

• It allows a continuous improvement of the 
business processes integrating test- and 
documentation updates with the ones of 
system functions and processes
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What is BPM?
• BPM stands for Business Process Management

• It is a management concept to control, adjust and optimize business 
processes. 

• It includes the integration of the processes into the company structure.

BPMModeling

Automation

Execution Control

Measurement

Optimization

• It allows the company to 
become more agile and adapt 
to changes more easily.

• The BPM usually is maintained 
within a flow-tool like VISIO or 
BPM-Suite like i.e. ARIS, ViFlow
or the Symbio Suite)

• SAP AG provides standard 
process  flows inBPMN2 Format 
as of  S/4 HANA Rel. 1809

https://rapid.sap.com/bp/#/browse/packageversions/BP_OP_ENTPR
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What is CBT?
• CBT (Computer Based Training) allows old and new employees to get 

the same knowledge, easy and all in one place. 

• It is self-educating, which means a shorter time of training from 
colleagues is needed.

• Expensive trainings can be reduced. Once the knowledge is in the 
business, everyone can profit from it.

• The training doesn’t necessarily need to be text based. There is also 
the possibility of video training or simulations. 

• CBT’s are created using a 
state-of-the-art CBT auditing software 
like SAP’s enable now or datango 
(contact us for a demo & quotation)

mailto:datango@schuettenet.com
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What is the “Accelerated Testing Environment” ?
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Interrelations between the tools mentioned

If an error or an abnormal situation occurs in any of these steps, it can be corrected and the change influences 
the other steps. Therefore the business processes are always up-to-date.

Continuous 
Business 

Improvement

Business 
Tasks/ 

Processes

Business 
Process 

Management 
(BPM)

Business 
Process 

Master List 
(BPML)

Master Test 
Scripts 

Computer 
Based 

Training 

(CBT)

Situation 
Based 

Testing

Actual tasks that are executed 
in the company

Analyses and standardizes 
the business tasks

Contains all processes that 
are executed in the company 
sorted by testing area

Step-by-step instruction for executing 
each process

Execution of the test 
scripts in real-life 
situations

Documentation of the 
instructions and 
testing results
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When is the right time to start? 

Recommended Optional

Start with documenting your current 
processes and application handling 
and profit from having a complete 
set of test scripts and up to 90% 
savings in delta trainings and when 
onboarding new employees

Use the HANA momentum. Use your 
S/4HANA implementation project to 
build up your documentation 
following the described approach in 
order to assure the best lifecycle 
Return-on-Investment and lowest 
Total-Cost-Of Ownership
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Explained step-by-step

APPROACH –
The 10 steps necessary to get there
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Overview
Step 1

• Build the company specific process house with the BPM and define the process naming and numbering conventions

Step 2
• Assign/map the e2e testing areas within the BPM process house

Step 3
• Build the Business Process Master List (BPML)

Step 4
• Create the Master-Test-Scripts for all e2e processes to be tested

Step 5
• Combine Process-Steps to be executed in the applications into business tasks (sequence of steps to be executed by the same business-role at the same time)

Step 6
• Create the repository of documentation containers for the CBTs 

Step 7
• Integrate the business tasks into the BPM process description

Step 8
• Link from the business tasks in the BPM to the related CBTs 

Step 9
• Execute the master-test-scripts and record the CBTs per business task

Step 10
• Create all to be tested process variants by replicating and adjusting the master-test-scripts and execute those (while recording additional CBTs, if specifically required)
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What:

• Describe the specific Business Process Model including organizational functions, business roles and organizational units as required for certifications

• Define important roles within the release procedure of processes (i.e. process owners) and naming conventions for the items that are created

How:

• Divide the business areas into process areas and within those break down the processes into the different business tasks to be executed

• Mark Business Tasks to be executed in any application with a specific shape (shapes may differ by application type like ERP, CAD, Office, but should 
not be application specific)

Tool to be used:

• Any BPM tool or better BPM suite – your existing one or evaluate a new one (you can refer to this overview provided in the www)

Important principles:

• Follow the common building principles and distinguish on the highest level between Management-, Value-Creating- and Supporting processes

• Make sure the lowest level of sub-processes (or business tasks) will remain application independent

Starting with:

• Either rework your existing process model according to these principles or build a new one starting with a common model

Accelerators provided by sapXP:

• Example proposals for definitions, naming conventions, business role models and basic process models   

Step 1

• Build the company specific process house with the BPM and define the process naming 
and numbering conventions

Final result
The company business process model is completely defined within the BPM Suite individually for each company. 

→ It can serve as a process guidebook for certifications and trainings.

https://axel-schroeder.de/ubersicht-bpm-software-und-anbieter/
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Sample: 
Process-House within the in BPM System
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What:

• In order to have a clearly defined start and end for each of the processes relevant for application, testing it is necessary to map or assign the application specific 
e2e process testing areas against the processes defined within the defined BPM process house 

How:

• Assign the different e2e testing areas to the building blocks within the business model 

Tool to be used:

• Can be documented within or even also outside the BPM-Suite

Important principles:

• Document the assignment in the field within the BPM-Tool that can be used for reporting

• Ensure that the assignment happens for all processes containing application supported business tasks

Starting with:

• The defined business model (reworked to the principles according to step 1) 

Accelerators provided by sapXP:

• Defined end-to-end testing areas with start/ end and definition/ description of the covered business functions

• Remote training and coaching sessions for those employees that are in duty to execute this step, i.e. BPM Auditor and Application Managers jointly

Step 2
• Assign/map the e2e testing areas within the BPM process house

Final result
Transparency on the assignment of the different processes within the specific business model to the e2e testing areas

→ This will provide consistency when creating the e2e master test scripts
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End-to-End testing areas (ERP-System)
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Mapping of typical ERP e2e testing areas 
to the process house

CTP MTP

PTO

OTC

MTI

PTS

STS

PTP

ERP e2e testing 
areas

BTR ATR

ATR
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Another mapping sample
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What:

• Mapping of the required application specific e2e application processes & variants (application specific terms) per e2e testing area against the different (market or customer 
driven) business processes/ occurrences within the company (business specific terms)

How:

• List all different real-life business processes/ occurrences required by the customers in the columns and provide one concrete typical real-life example (i.e. Customer/ 
material combination)

• List the different e2e testing areas as sub-header-lines in the rows; list the different application processes in use in the application system thereunder

• Within the matrix mark the valid combinations of business processes and application processes with a „x“

Tool to be used:

• BPML in MS-Excel

Important principles:

• No different processes should appear in the columns other than driven by the market or customers as they may create the need for additional application processes; the 
usage of different application processes disconnected from the customer interface is (i.e. discrete or repetitive manufacturing) up to the individual decision within the 
company and thus not directly derived from any external influence

Starting with:

• Sample BPML

• Identified e2e testing areas to be addressed within the application

Accelerators provided by sapXP:

• Sample BPML

• Remote training and coaching sessions for those employees that are in duty to execute this step, i.e. Business Process Experts & Application Managers jointly

Step 3 • Build the Business Process Master List (BPML)

Final result
Complete list of to be used/ valid e2e handling variants within each occurring business process (customer perspective)
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Sample
Business Process Master List (BPML) – Structure
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Sample
Business Process Master List (BPML) – Application Processes
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What:

• Test-scripts are showing the sequence of the steps to be performed within the application including the assigned business role and the to be used master data 
during test execution

How:

• For each row in the BPML at least one test script is created starting with the templates and sample scripts provided by us

Tool to be used:

• The most pragmatic way to document and manage testing is to use the MS-Excel based test-scripts and testing environment provided by sapXP. 
Please refer to the respective amendment in this presentation for further details. 

Important principles:

• Test-scripts can be finally completed and adjusted during the test-runs, thus it is not necessary to try to create a 100% solution initially; a good, almost 
complete, even rough first draft is fine for the beginning 

Starting with:

• Test-script samples

Accelerators provided by sapXP:

• sapXP accelerated testing environment – an Excel based toolset consisting of:

• A  collection of end-to-end sample-test-scripts proven in practice and which is facilitating the future role assignment within the organization and thus 
also brings transparency into the required organizational change 

• An environment to reset, rename and translate the complete content of the test scripts (xls-macro based; facilitating central repositories and 
different translation methods

• An environment to real-time monitor test-progress, create management reports and identify show-stopping incidents (xls-macro based)

• Remote training and coaching sessions for those employees that are in duty to execute this step, i.e. Business Process Experts & Application Managers jointly

Step 4
• Create the Master-Test-Scripts for all e2e application processes → Master test cases

Final result:
With the finalization of the master test scripts a starting point for a first integration test run is created 

→ It is recommended to completely run through this test in order to verify the correctness and completeness of the scripts created or 
adjust them accordingly before replicating errors into the test-variant scripts (see step 10)
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Sample
Test script
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Sample
Repository of master test scripts
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What:

• Within this step the logical connection between the application and the BPM documentation is defined by combining the steps 
executed within the application into business tasks which are represented within the BPM documentation

How:

• The created test scripts are simplified (and verified within a first test-run) and can use a very simple approach at a first attempt: 
ALL APPLICATION STEPS WHICH ARE EXCECUTED BY THE SAME PERSON (BUSINESS ROLE) IN A SEQUENCE AT THE SAME TIME CAN 
BE COMBINED INTO A BUSINESS TASK THAT IS REPRESENTED IN THE BPM

Tool to be used:

• MS-Excel based test scripts. If sapXP’s accelerated testing environment is in use, a view can be created and used across all test 
scripts created so far

Important principles:

• Do not name a business tasks within the BPM with an application specific term in order to remain on an application independent 
level within the BPM documentation

Starting with:

• Test scripts created (and verified within a first test-run)

Accelerators provided by sapXP:

• Accelerated testing environment

• Remote training and coaching sessions for those employees that are in duty to execute this step, i.e. Business Process Experts &
Application Managers jointly

Step 5
• Combine Process-Steps to be executed in the applications into business tasks

Final result
Upon finalization of this step a complete inventory/mapping of the steps to be executed within the application against the related business tasks within the BPM system is created.

As in our system the business tasks are also defining the names of the related documentation containers, wherein the related CBT‘s for handling the tasks in the different applications 
can be found, the involved employees can work simultaneously from now on: 

The QM-Department to complete the BPM documentation (Step 6) (including links to the related documentation containers from each business task (Step 7 & 9) and the key-users to 
run tests, create the CBTs for all involved transactions and systems and fill the documentation containers (step 8)
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Packing the steps into 5 to be distinguished business tasks (also our CBT documentation containers):
1. Check production master data
2. Execute production planning
3. Prepare production execution
4. Confirm production
5. Finalize production order

Sample
Combine Process-Steps 
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What:

• In order to allow to link from each business task to the relevant CBTs of the respective application create a separate folder for 
each business task within the repository system used to store the CBTs

How:

• Create folders  on the lowest level using the defined names of the business-tasks as folder names; the overlaying higher 
structure could be created i.e. in accordance with the key-user areas responsible for the CBT creation and maintenance

Tool to be used:

• Any repository-system (Recommendation: Use a system which allows the folder links by using URL-adresses)

Important principles:

• Make sure the system created is extendable for future changes 

• If it looks reasonable, allow to combine succeeding business tasks with few transactions only into one folder 

Starting with:

• The identified business tasks and the defined overlaying structure

Accelerators provided by sapXP:

• Remote training and coaching sessions for those employees that are in duty to execute this step, i.e. Business Process Experts 
& Application Managers jointly

Step 6
• Create the repository of documentation containers for the CBTs

Final result
Documentation containers  (folders) are created and prepared to be filled with the CBTs 

for all identified business tasks
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Sample
Repository structure of CBTs
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What:

• Make sure all identified application related business tasks are represented within the BPM System

How:

• Compare, if the business tasks, identified within the test scripts, are represented with the correct role assignment and in the correct sequence 
within the BPM

• Create an application documentation link to the respective folder in the CBT repository system where the folder name equals the business task 
name

Tool to be used:

• The BPM tool or better BPM suite in use

Important principles:

• Standardize the naming

• Use the same set of roles which has been used within the test scripts; align upfront with the role-master-file in the Accelerated testing 
environment

• Prevent redundancy caused by having the same sequence of business tasks in different test scripts 

• Recommended: use different shape colors within your BPM for the different application-types (i.e. ERP, CAD) to have a more clear visualization   

Starting with:

• The process house within the BPM system

Accelerators provided by sapXP:

• Remote training and coaching sessions for those employees that are in duty to execute this step, i.e. Quality Manager responsible to maintain the 
BPM jointly

Step 7
• Integrate the business tasks into the BPM process description

Final result
Complete and consistent representation of all identified business tasks within the BPM system  
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Sample
Business tasks in Process Flow
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What:

• Link all business tasks in the BPM to the related documentation container (folder) in the repository 
system of the CBTs

How:

• If not already completed in step 6, insert the link to the respective folder in your BPM

Tool to be used:

• The BPM tool or better BPM suite in use

Important principles:

• Make sure ALL application specific business tasks within the BPM are linked to the respective folders 
holding the application documentation

Starting with:

• Verification of links in the BPM 

Accelerators provided by sapXP:

• None

Step 8
• Link from the business tasks in the BPM to the related CBTs

Final result
All application specific business tasks in the BPM are linked to the related documentation 

containers (folders) in the repository system of the CBTs
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Sample
Business tasks in Process Flow
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What:

• Create the application documentation for all transactions mentioned in the test scripts

How:

• Run the test for the master data test scripts and record the screen flow and entries with a CBT auditing software 

• Alternatively it is possible to use a fixed quoted service to get the company specific CBTs created by a team of experts in order to minimize the effort in 
the initial creation for your Key-Users or application managers (contact us for details & quotation)

• Store the created CBT in the folder of the related business task

• Usually it is necessary to execute a finishing step for each CBT in order to add specific explanations, standards to be considered and tips and tricks

Tool to be used:

• A state-of-the-art CBT auditing software like SAP’s enable now or datango (contact us for a demo & quotation)

Important principles:

• Have a naming convention for the CBTs in place that allows to represent the sequence of the transactions according to their appearance in the folder 
as well as the application system the CBT is recorded in (i.e. SAP R/3 or S4Hana)

• Make sure the transaction is running successful and without errors in your application system before starting recording

Starting with:

• Any already successfully executed test script 

Accelerators provided by sapXP:

• Recording services and support

• Remote training and coaching sessions for those employees that are in duty to execute this step, i.e. Business Process Experts & Application Managers 
jointly

Step 9
• Execute the master-test-scripts and record the CBTs per business task

Final result
All application documentation is created and stored in the respective business task folders

mailto:datango@schuettenet.com
mailto:datango@schuettenet.com
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What:

• Create and test-run test scripts for all variants to be tested additionally besides the master-test-scripts 

How:

• For each to be tested variant copy the related master-test script, adjust the sequence of transactions to be executed and specify the respective real-life master-data to be 
used in the test-script, typically representing the test variant  

Tool to be used:

• Tool that has been used to create the master test scripts, i.e. sapXP accelerated testing environment 

Step 10

• Create all to be tested process variants by replicating and adjusting the master-test-
scripts and execute those

Final result
Complete set of test-scripts for all processes and relevant variants to be tested 

→ Complete workload for integration testing 

Important principles:
• Only create variants for test-scenarios based upon real-life occurrences, avoid to create test-scripts for situations, which 

theoretically can happen, but do not have  any real life example out of the ongoing business
• Also avoid to create variants for occurrences, like breaks, that are occurring in real-life, but need to be handled within 

the execution of the already existing test-scripts
• Decide, if additional CBTs need to be created for actually missing transactions or for a special handling of a transactions 

within the specific defined test variant
• Have a clear naming and numbering concept for those test scripts identifying/assigning the variants under the master-

test-script, they are derived of
Starting with:
• The BPML 
Accelerators provided by sapXP:
• sapXP accelerated testing environment
• Remote training and coaching sessions for those employees that are in duty to execute this step, i.e. Business Process 

Experts & Application Managers jointly


